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Abstract

Medical educators are responsible for training current and future generations of physicians; this includes the early and accurate identification of “struggling” medical trainees, which has implications for future training, practice, and success. The authors propose a theory-based framework, Self-Regulated Learning–Microanalytic Assessment and Training (SRL-MAT), that is specifically designed to foster individual medical trainee self-regulatory beliefs and behaviors, and thus provide a distinct method to assist medical trainees who struggle. The SRL-MAT is grounded in social–cognitive theory and research and makes a variety of important assumptions about learning and the essential techniques needed to evaluate trainee functioning. Two critical assumptions are that (1) self-efficacy beliefs are a key personal process affecting trainee behavior, and (2) trainee beliefs and behaviors are dynamic and fluid in nature and thus will often vary across educational contexts, as well as for specific tasks within those contexts. To address these assumptions, the SRL-MAT uses an emergent assessment approach called self-regulated learning microanalysis, a procedure that involves asking a series of temporally sequenced questions about specific regulatory processes as trainees engage in an authentic task or activity. The framework, which is grounded in a foundation of established educational research, is adaptable to practically any task that has a clear beginning and end. The authors believe this framework could make important contributions to traditional medical training assessment frameworks that have been used to identify and remediate strugglers.

Medical educators are responsible for training current and future generations of physicians. Most trainees succeed in completing medical school and residency training and go on to become successful practitioners, at least by our current standards of performance. For this reason, the medical education community should celebrate, as it speaks to the quality of our selection and training rigor, as well as our adaptive curricular innovations. Although strugglers represent a minority of those in training and practice, these individuals are at risk for poor performance in the short term (e.g., failure to graduate) and long term (e.g., disciplinary action by a state medical board), which may lead to substantial investments in time and resources by medical educators and professionals. For example, strugglers may need to repeat courses, clerkships, or rotations during residency. Further, faculty and staff often devote considerable amounts of additional time, effort, and resources to struggling practitioners, including serving on student promotion committees, providing additional tutoring, and discussing student or resident performance at departmental meetings. Of even greater societal importance is that medical students, residents, and practitioners who exhibit poor clinical judgment, knowledge, and/or skills may pose a risk of significant harm to the public at large. Although we recognize that the types and depths of struggles exhibited by practitioners may differ from those of first-year medical students, we will collectively refer to underachieving or underperforming medical students, residents, and practicing physicians as strugglers. Our focus in this article is on struggling trainees (students and residents), though we believe that the arguments outlined also may apply to struggling practitioners.
inappropriate consultations or treatments.

The primary purpose of this article is to introduce an assessment framework, called Self-Regulated Learning–Microanalytic Assessment and Training (SRL-MAT), which we believe could complement traditional medical training assessment frameworks that have been used to identify and remediate struggling students, residents, or practicing physicians. The SRL-MAT is grounded in self-regulation theory and social–cognitive research and thus assumes that the behaviors and performance of trainees are a function of their motivational beliefs and regulatory processes, as well as the contexts in which they learn and perform their clinical skills.13,14 Most researchers conceptualize self-regulation as a dynamic, context-specific process that can be taught and enhanced through direct instruction, guided practice, and tutoring.15–17 The primary implication of this concept of self-regulation for assessment practices is that one needs to use assessment methods capable of capturing the dynamic, fluid aspects of self-regulated learning (SRL) by directly examining one’s use of regulation during specific activities and in particular domains or contexts. Of greatest practical importance is the volume of research showing that teaching struggling students to set goals, develop strategic plans, self-monitor, and self-evaluate (or reflect on) their performance improves not only their academic success but also their motivation and skills in managing academic behaviors, such as help-seeking and using learning strategies to optimize performance.18–20 Positive findings for self-regulation interventions have been found across elementary, secondary, and postsecondary school populations.18–20

The major question that we propose here, however, is whether specific self-regulation assessment and intervention activities (the latter illustrated in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 in this article) can serve as useful components of the assessment and remediation process used in medical education. Given that self-regulation assessments and interventions have been successfully applied across diverse academic activities (e.g., math, writing, studying) and domains (e.g., athletics, health sciences),14,21–24 it is our belief that self-regulation assessment and intervention activities can also be used as an effective supplement to existing assessment frameworks in medical schools in helping to identify and remediate struggling students, particularly those with knowledge and skills deficits. We recognize that struggling trainees often have associated psychosocial issues. Although beyond the scope of this article, we believe that such trainees need appropriate support and referral, in conjunction with considering self-regulation assessment and intervention. Further, while in this article we advocate self-regulation assessment and intervention for struggling, based on literature from fields outside of medicine, we believe this approach could likely benefit all medical trainees, not just struggling students.

**Why Focus Our Assessment Framework on Strugglers?**

Recent studies have demonstrated that medical school faculty and administrators, as well as regulatory bodies, are becoming increasingly dissatisfied, if not discouraged, with issues surrounding struggling.1–3,23 For example, concerns about individual medical student confidentiality and the ethical problems associated with the potential bias that may occur if information about poor performance is shared with other (future) course and clerkship directors often present a barrier to developing effective remediation plans, let alone fulfilling societal obligations. Compounding these issues are pressures to increase medical school class size and the emergence of new medical schools, which could add to the overall number of struggling.26

Given these problems, an emergent challenge for medical educators involves developing effective ways to not only accurately identify struggling students but also to better understand the primary causal factors underlying their poor performance. Identifying the reasons for one’s poor performance in medical school, residency, or practice is a key first step in developing adequate remediation plans.27

---

**Scenario 1**

**Assessment and Remediation of Underperformance Due to Inefficient Study Approach**

George is a first-year resident, and his supervisor is concerned that George does not appear to be up-to-date with the latest research when presenting cases on ward rounds. The supervisor probes the possible reasons, and George states that he does not remember what he reads in the journals, despite reading individual articles several times over.

The supervisor uses a structured microanalytic approach to identify key self-regulation processes. George is not that confident that he can remember or understand more than about 50% of what he has read (self-efficacy). His goal is to understand the whole article (goal-setting), and he has no specific technique for reading the article (strategy choice). He does not keep track of what he understands as he reads through the article (self-monitoring), and his mind tends to wander, thinking about the problems on the ward (attention focusing). His overall satisfaction with his understanding of what he has read is low, at about 40% (self-satisfaction). George tries to think of why he does not perform well (self-evaluation) and says that it is all down to his lack of ability (causal attribution), but he keeps using the same approach (adaptive inferences).

The supervisor wants to improve George’s self-efficacy beliefs, and an important first step is to challenge his attribution that his lack of success is due to his innate ability instead of his approach to learning. They discuss how George’s approach to learning can be improved by using short-term goals and strategies that give him the opportunity to check his understanding of what he has read. He can achieve this by summarizing the main points of each section in the article and by clarifying any aspects that appear to be inadequately explained. An important aspect is to maintain attention on what he is doing. George is asked to graph both his self-efficacy score before and after discussing the study at the next ward rounds and also his self-satisfaction score after the discussion.

George is delighted that his self-efficacy score and self-satisfaction have improved. He believed his reason for success was that he was now more actively engaged in reading the article (causal attribution), and he realizes that he could use this to define goals (self-reflection; goal orientation). He now accepts that his performance is under his control and can be improved by using an appropriate strategy (self-efficacy).

---

*Shown above is an example of an SRL-MAT (Self-Regulated Learning–Microanalytic Assessment and Training) scenario. It illustrates the three-phase self-regulated learning model and the subprocesses of self-regulation that are presented in Figure 1. The authors propose that the SRL-MAT Framework could complement traditional medical training assessment frameworks that have been used to identify and remediateunderachieving or underperforming students, residents, or practicing physicians.*
**Scenario 2**

**Comparison of “Traditional” Analytic Approaches to Assessment and Remediation With the SRL-MAT Approach*\**

A medical student begins his 10-week, third-year internal medicine clerkship rotation with an orientation on Day 1 along with a faculty-developed, 100-item, single-best-answer, multiple-choice examination, which is intended to provide an “early warning” for students who might have an insufficient knowledge base. The examination is scored, and in one week he is notified that he scored two standard deviations below the mean.

**Traditional analytic intervention:**

The student receives a letter notifying him of the result and the concern that he might need to do some additional preparation for the final examination. He is provided general written guidance about topics to cover and how to make his learning more “active” during the clerkship.

**SRL-MAT approach:**

The clerkship director (CD) identifies the relevant “teachable” behaviors that could contribute to this poor performance, such as insufficient time spent studying, ineffective study strategies, poor awareness of the effort and time needed to succeed, lack of confidence, and maladaptive reflections following poor performance. The CD then asks the student to meet with her to discuss the results of the examination and to bring his study materials. To examine the student’s beliefs and reactions about this specific test, the CD asks the student a series of self-reflection questions:

- What is the primary reason why you think you received this exam grade?
- What do you think you need to do to improve?
- How confident are you that you can pass the test if you take it again?
- What types of things are you feeling right now?

The CD records the student’s responses and uses a scoring rubric to identify how “strategic” the student was in reflecting on his test performance. She then asks the student to demonstrate how he would go about studying a particular topic. That is, the student is asked to think aloud as he “shows” an exemplar of how he studies. Immediately before the think-aloud, the student is asked a series of forethought questions.

- Do you have a goal in mind as you begin to study? What is it?
- What are you going to do to accomplish that goal?
- How confident are you that you can learn all of the information that you need to?

Again, the CD records the student’s responses. She then prompts the student to begin thinking aloud.

They discuss reasons why the student thinks he might not have done well on the examination. He admits he was distracted by a family member’s illness, but he also admits that he has trouble on written examinations. He also knew that the examination did not contribute toward his grade, so he admits he did not try very hard. The CD asks what the student believes he would need to do in order to improve, and he admits that he lacks confidence in his time management, often rereading questions. He really does not think in advance about how to take a test or answer questions. The CD and student go over 10 questions from a standard internal medicine clerkship review book. The student is asked to read the question aloud and then to discuss aloud what he is thinking and the reasons behind choosing or eliminating answers. It is clear that he often rereads the clinical stem portion of the question when he gets to the question that is posed. Test-taking strategies are discussed, such as reading the question before the clinical stem. Practicing this technique, he feels more confident and takes less time with each question.

The CD then asks the student to outline what his plan would be for preparing for the final examination. He discusses that he would plan to practice the technique with five questions each night, and the CD suggests that he choose questions that are related to patients he is caring for and already reading about. He agrees that this would be feasible. They discuss how, before doing the questions, he should think aloud what he is planning to do before answering each question, and practice the technique learned today while timing himself with the examination questions. He agrees to meet with the CD in one week to discuss how things are going and to discuss the learning activities in which he is engaged.

*The authors propose that the SRL-MAT (Self-Regulated Learning–Microanalytic Assessment and Training) framework could complement traditional medical training assessment frameworks that have been used to identify and remediate underachieving or underperforming students, residents, or practicing physicians.

**Identification of strugglers: Traditional frameworks of evaluation**

Current frameworks in medical education focus on the identification, evaluation, and remediation of struggling trainees and can be broadly grouped into analytic, developmental, synthetic, and competency-based approaches. Within each framework, the methods or measurements for identification of strugglers include a host of instruments that can be used in a formative and/or summative manner.\(^{28–30}\) Some methods involve direct observation of the trainee, whereas others rely on less authentic means, such as the use of multiple-choice examinations.

The analytic framework takes the trainee’s performance “apart”—Greek: *ana* (whole) plus *lytic* (apart)—typically dividing learning outcomes into the domains of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Developmental frameworks, such as the Dreyfus and Dreyfus\(^ {28}\) approach, describe learner performance in progressive steps (e.g., novice and early beginner through expert), typically within a domain of performance. Synthetic and competency-based frameworks are also an example of “role-based” frameworks.\(^ {33}\) Unfortunately, current methods of assessment and remediation in medical education tend to explain little variance (typically, studies explain less than 30% of the variance) in the outcomes of interest, such as professionalism, basic science knowledge, and/or clinical skill.\(^ {1,5–8}\) If these frameworks were optimal, one would expect to explain more of what contributes to the outcomes of interest. The fact that little variance is explained suggests that other factors are contributing to these outcomes of interest, a notion that is particularly important for those who struggle.

In addition, medical education assessment frameworks, per se, typically do not focus on identifying the causal factors underlying poor performance of strugglers and thus provide minimal guidance to medical educators on how best to remediate these students. For example, if a student fails a written examination, there could be a number of potential causes, such as poor preparation, lack of higher-order thinking skills (e.g., relying on rote recall rather than transformational learning strategies), test anxiety, lack of effort, illness, or a personal crisis. Or, if a resident cannot successfully complete a post-encounter form for an objective structured clinical examination station, the reasons for suboptimal performance could include poor knowledge, poor time...
management, communication deficiencies, or poor self-awareness or self-assessment, to name just a few.

Without identifying and understanding the proximal causes of trainee underachievement, it is difficult to pinpoint the most effective ways to assist trainees in improving their performance. In fact, without clearly linking what has been learned in the assessment with subsequent remediation strategies (and the evaluation of “success” during that remediation) or the structured framing of the remediation (e.g., retaking a clinical rotation), we may be unintentionally setting students up to repeatedly fail. Furthermore, because our current assessment frameworks are generally not based on well-researched educational models or theories, it is challenging for educators to use and integrate various types of assessment data to generate practical recommendations for the assessment of struggling trainees and professionals. Collectively, these shortcomings are important reasons to consider alternative approaches, such as the SRL-MAT, an assessment framework designed to generate information about trainees’ motivation and regulatory skills as they engage in authentic tasks in medical school and residency, such as taking comprehensive exams and performing clinical tasks. In sum, we believe the SRL-MAT can complement current assessment and training frameworks in medical education by delineating an innovative assessment process that identifies deficient self-regulatory processes in trainees and thus provides a direct link between assessment and remediation.

**Self-regulation defined (and how it differs from self-assessment)**

Social–cognitive researchers have defined SRL as a cyclical process whereby individuals use self-generated feedback about their learning to optimize their strategic pursuit of personal goals. From a social–cognitive perspective, self-regulation is typically conceptualized as a teachable skill that operates as shown in the figure. (Adapted from Zimmerman BJ, Campillo M. Motivating self-regulated problem solvers. In: Davidson JE, Sternberg RJ, eds. The Nature of Problem Solving. New York, NY: Cambridge University Press; 2003:239. Used with permission.)

[Figure 1 Three-phase, cyclical, self-regulated learning model: phases (before, during, after) and subprocesses of self-regulation. Self-regulation is typically conceptualized as a teachable skill that operates as shown in the figure. (Adapted from Zimmerman BJ, Campillo M. Motivating self-regulated problem solvers. In: Davidson JE, Sternberg RJ, eds. The Nature of Problem Solving. New York, NY: Cambridge University Press; 2003:239. Used with permission.)](image)

help to mobilize students’ efforts to learn. Once trainees engage in learning tasks, such as studying for a major exam or drawing blood from a patient, they typically enlist performance-phase processes such as using specific tactics to facilitate task performance (self-control tactics) and tracking the effectiveness of these methods (self-monitoring). The information that trainees gather from task performance is used to judge whether they succeeded or failed (self-evaluation), to judge why this performance occurred (attributions), and to decide what they need to do to optimize future performance (adaptive inferences).

It is important to note that self-regulation and, more specifically, SRL, differs from self-assessment (calibration of one’s perceived performance with actual performance); self-assessment constitutes just one of the several features of SRL. The medical education literature has found that poor performers are often the most unaware, that is, have the poorest self-assessment skill. This deficit between actual performance and awareness (self-assessment) also suggests that struggling poor performers may possess poor knowledge of task demands or requirements, as well as of their own levels of knowledge or expertise, and may exhibit other problematic self-regulatory skills, such as ineffective use of learning strategies and maladaptive motivational beliefs.

Decades of work by educational psychologists suggest that students can be taught to become more independent and autonomous learners through self-regulation training. Of particular importance is that researchers have begun to show that struggling students can improve the accuracy of their self-assessments regarding personal capabilities and knowledge if they are provided with effective feedback from content experts or teachers and if they are taught specific strategies to generate internal feedback, such as error detection and self-monitoring. It is our belief that the SRL-MAT can provide valuable assessment data that can be used by educators to generate and provide task, strategic, and self-regulatory feedback.

**The SRL-MAT Framework Assumptions**

The SRL-MAT framework is grounded in social–cognitive theory and research and thus makes a variety of important assumptions about student learning, as well as the essential techniques needed to evaluate student functioning (see Figure 1). According to Bandura’s model of reciprocal determinism, student behaviors or skills, personal processes (beliefs, affect), and environmental factors (teachers, classroom climate) interact and influence each other in reciprocal ways. However, primary emphasis is placed on the role of human cognition and, in particular, self-efficacy perceptions, as a key personal process affecting student behavior. Thus, a medical student who possesses low self-efficacy, or low task-specific confidence, for drawing blood from a patient may exhibit low motivation and/or avoid these types of clinical experiences, which may further elicit negative feedback from his or her professors in medical school. Conversely, if faculty advisors or professionals provide this student with strategic feedback on how to improve his or her clinical skills, the student’s...
perceptions of competence may increase while anxiety about this procedure lessens—personal factors that may prompt higher levels of behavioral engagement and motivation.

Another important assumption of the SRL-MAT framework is that behaviors and beliefs are dynamic and fluid in nature and thus will often vary across educational contexts, as well as for specific tasks within those contexts. For example, a medical student may show adequate diagnostic skills when evaluating a patient with new-onset polyuria who has diabetes, but that same student may show poor skill in recognizing a patient with congestive heart failure. From a practical and diagnostic perspective, this context-specific assumption is important because it suggests that effective self-regulation assessment tools should be tailored to specific contexts and tasks or activities within those contexts. The SRL-MAT uses an emergent assessment approach called SRL microanalysis, a procedure that involves asking temporally sequenced questions about specific regulatory processes as trainees engage in an authentic task or activity.23,24,43,44

In contrast to traditional self-report measures that require students to retrospectively provide accounts of their perceptions, beliefs, and behaviors without reference to situational demands or particular contexts, microanalytic measures are customized to particular academic tasks or activities and involve using context-specific questions targeting the various processes of the three-phase cyclical loop (see Figure 1). In this sense, SRL microanalysis seeks to evaluate how students approach, execute, and reflect during (as opposed to a long time after) specific tasks or events. The advantage of conceptualizing self-regulation in terms of a cyclical loop relative to specific tasks is that one can evaluate student regulation across virtually any activity or event (e.g., an examination, a history and physical, a written progress note, response to external feedback, or an interaction with a peer) as long as the event has a clear beginning and end (see reference 43 for a more detailed discussion). We have provided simplified example scenarios using the SRL-MAT framework in Scenarios 1 and 2.

**Assessment of self-regulation**

From our vantage point, trainees who struggle in medical school or residency might lack the regulatory skills to consistently monitor and adapt their learning efforts to maximize their performance. As a result, evaluating these skills and processes during medical training may not only help medical trainers better understand the processes that inhibit growth in their students but also may help them devise remediation or instructional plans to help these students improve. In the self-regulation literature, a variety of assessments are discussed, including paper-and-pencil self-report scales, direct observation, think-aloud protocols, and self-regulation microanalysis.16,45–48 Although self-report scales, such as the Motivated Strategies and Learning Questionnaire, are the most frequent type of self-regulation assessment tools and typically have evidence of strong psychometric properties,16,47 they are often problematic because of recall and other response biases, as well as the decontextualized nature of the scales. This latter problem is of particular concern because such scales often fail to capture the dynamic, context-specific nature of self-regulation. Furthermore, asking trainees to retrospectively report how they study or learn in medical school or the general strategies that they use (e.g., time management, organization) to succeed will yield minimal information about the thoughts and behaviors that they actually display while engaged in authentic clinical tasks, such as interviewing a patient, performing a procedure, or making a specific medical diagnosis. In contrast, assessment tools designed to directly measure self-regulation processes as they unfold in real time during essential clinical tasks and activities have the potential to provide medical educators with more meaningful information that can be used to not only understand potential causes of poor performance in medical school but also to provide insight into the type of feedback and remediation that struggling students may need.

Self-regulation researchers during the last 20 years have developed a variety of alternative assessment tools, such as think-aloud protocols, behavioral traces, and microanalytic assessment approaches, to directly measure self-regulation during specific events.16,47,49 The SRL-MAT endorses the use of think-aloud protocols and direct observations, but it places primary importance on using SRL microanalytic methodology to evaluate the regulatory skills and processes of trainees. In general, this assessment methodology involves comprehensively targeting the cyclical phases of self-regulation (e.g., goal-setting, metacognitive monitoring, strategy use, causal attributions) as an individual engages in a well-defined task or activity.24 It is a largely cognitive approach that seeks to identify faulty regulatory processes so that examiners can isolate gaps or deficiencies in how individuals approach (foreshadow), monitor (performance), and reflect (self-reflection) during their engagement in some specific task.43 Some of the essential features of SRL microanalysis include the use of (1) individualized assessment protocols, (2) open-ended and closed-ended questions targeting processes within all three phases of the self-regulation cyclical loop (see Table 1), and (3) customized self-regulation questions that are administered at strategic points during learning or performance on a specific task (see reference 43 for a more detailed overview of this procedure).

A variety of research studies have been conducted to illustrate the procedures and utility of SRL microanalysis. Cleary and Zimmerman49 conducted one of the first studies to microanalytically examine a comprehensive array of regulatory processes. Using a sample of high school students, the authors elected to use basketball free-throw shooting as the task around which to embed the forethought and self-reflection phase questions. Immediately preceding a free-throw practice session, the participants were asked specific questions regarding their goals, strategic plans, and self-efficacy in relation to shooting free throws. In that study, for example, the goal question was, “Do you have a goal when practicing your free throws? If so, what is it?”; whereas the strategic planning question was, “What do you need to do to accomplish that goal?” The players were also asked a series of questions targeting their self-reflective thoughts following failure. For example, to examine their attributions and adaptive reactions following two missed shots in a row, the participants were asked, “What is the main reason why you missed those last two shots?” and “What do you need to do to improve your performance?”
The reference to drawing blood is for illustrative purposes only. The SRL-MAT questions are context-specific and importance of also illustrated the application, Several other microanalytic studies have accounted for 90% of the variance in when collapsed into a single score, they differentiated among expert, nonexpert, and novice volleyball players but that, when collapsed into a single score, they accounted for 90% of the variance in volleyball serving skill.

### Table 1

**Selected Examples of Self-Regulated Learning Microanalytic Questions Used in the SRL-MAT Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases of cyclical feedback loop</th>
<th>Self-regulation processes</th>
<th>Assessment questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forethought (before)</td>
<td>Goal-setting</td>
<td>Do you have a goal in mind as you are preparing to draw blood?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategy choice</td>
<td>What do you need to do to successfully draw blood?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>How confident are you that you can draw blood on your first attempt?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (during)</td>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>Do you think that your approach so far is on track to draw blood? Do you feel like you are making any specific errors as you are feeling for the vein now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reflection (after)</td>
<td>Self-evaluation</td>
<td>What do you use or focus on to determine if you performed well in drawing blood?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causal attributions</td>
<td>What is the main reason why you were (were not) able to draw blood from the model (or patient)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptive inferences</td>
<td>What do you need to do next time so that you are successful at drawing blood?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The authors propose that the SRL-MAT (Self-Regulated Learning–Microanalytic Assessment and Training) framework could complement traditional medical training assessment frameworks that have been used to identify and remediate underachieving or underperforming students, residents, or practicing physicians.

Medical educators’ understanding of medical students’ or residents’ deficiencies in performance (and strugglers’ assessment of their performance) is limited. This may be because the component parts of performance in medicine—particularly emphasizing motivation and context—have not been sufficiently defined, assessed, or allowed for real-time feedback to trainees. SRL microanalysis would provide medical educators (and trainees) with information about deficient motivational beliefs, metacognitive skill, and strategy use that adversely affects trainees’ performance in medical school and in clinical practice. By generating this real-time feedback, educators would have more pertinent information to guide their remediation attempts with students who are disengaged and at risk for failure or for engaging in poor clinical practice. Some specific examples could include (1) studying strugglers as they take an examination that has given them difficulty, (2) assessing a skill, such as inserting a peripheral venous or central arterial catheter, (3) breaking down performance while performing a history or physical exam on a patient, or (4) creating an analysis or plan for a patient. Though such techniques require training of investigators (faculty) and fairly intensive use of resources for an individual trainee, we believe such an approach could (and should) be used for “high-risk” individuals, or strugglers. It could be argued that by not using a more inclusive, theory-driven approach for the identification and remediation of strugglers, we are, in essence, preparing strugglers to engage in self-defeating cycles of failure and frustration.

Finally, we believe that the rewards from faculty development training in SRL-MAT would go beyond the individual strugglers. Through improved
understanding and enhanced skills for further identifying, evaluating, and remediating struggling students with the SRL-MAT, we believe that dissatisfaction, and even discouragement, with trying to identify and remediate struggling students could dissipate among faculty members.

In conclusion, although struggling students are a minority of medical trainees, effective remediation can often be a challenge, and the outcomes are usually uncertain. Our proposed framework, the SRL-MAT, capitalizes on work being done in other educational settings and is grounded in educational theory. What is more, the SRL-MAT offers the opportunity to identify struggling students, as well as to design and monitor remediation strategies that could potentially help these trainees become not just better learners but, ultimately, better doctors.
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